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1. In his book Algebraic Numbers and Diophantine Approximation [10, p. 1] K.B. Stolarsky posed the following problem and called it one which "a fool can ask but a thousand wise men cannot answer": Which integers x,y satisfy the equation (1) y2 + 999 = z3?
In this paper we shall play the role of "wise man number 1001" and solve Stolarsky's problem completely. We shall prove In our solution we shall use some techniques of Ellison [4] , [5] and Pethö [8] , but by using a recent sharp result of Waldschmidt [12] on linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers, we shall show that the bounds of the type derived by Ellison [4] , [5] for the solution of totally real cubic Thue equations can be reduced from H < 10700 to about H < 1028 or so. Further, in his use of the Davenport lemma, Ellison had to use numbers with over 1000 decimal places. Our improved bounds enable us to reduce this to about 63 decimal places, thus providing much improved execution time.
We now state without proof the principal theorems used in our work.
THEOREM 2 (HEMER [6, pp. 15-16] ). Let us write the Mordell eguation y2 -K = x3 as y2 -kf2 -x3, where k is sguarefree and (/, x3) is cube free. If 2/ contains r different primes pt which split in Q(Vk), i.e., p¿ = PiP¡, and if the class number h(Q(\fk)) is not divisible by 3, then all the integer solutions of the equation y2 -kf2 -x3 can be found by solving the equations (B) mv+3V=m)=(^Em)(^p^)'.
which yields a3 + 5a2 6 -333ao2 -185b3 = 2048.
Let us put a = x + y, b = y. We get x3 + 8x2y -320xy2 -512y3 = 2048.
This yields x = 0 (mod 8) and if we replace x by 8x we get x3 + x2y -hxy2 -y3 = 4.
Next, we make the substitution x -► x + y, y -* x, and get -4x3 + 4xy2 + y3 = 4.
This implies y even, and making the substitution x -> -x, y -> 2y, we finally get Our goal is now to prove that these are the only integer solutions of (2) . Since these are the only solutions with \y\ < 14, we assume from now on that \y\ > 15. 3 . Equation (2) Then Eq. (2) implies that N(x -yO) = 1 and thus that (3) x-y6 = ±(l-6)ai(l-29)a*, and we find that
We must now find all units of the form x -yd, i.e., all binomial units in Q (9) . By direct search we find that the only binomial units with H < 8 are those listed above. Thus from now on we assume H > 9.
4. In the rest of this paper we shall use the following approximations to 9, ei, 5. The purpose of this section is to establish an inequality of the form H < Clog \y\, where C is a constant which can be computed in terms of the conjugates of £1 and £2. This will be used to compute an upper bound for H and will also be essential for the application of Davenport's lemma to our problem. In computing C, we will also establish a new lower bound for \y\ by using continued fractions. It should be noted that all numerical values given in this section and in those that follow are only given to a few decimal places. They were actually computed on a VAX-780 computer, using the BC multiprecision floating-point package.
First of all, we define 1i = x-9ly (¿ = 1,2, 3) and I -yfc | = min¿ |"/¿|. Then Eq. (3) yields log M = ailog|£i¿| + a2log|£2¿|, log |7j| = ai log |ey| + a2 log |e2j|.
Let us consider the matrix U = ( log|eii| log|e2¿| \ ylog|eij| log\s2}\J'
Since det(U) = ±R, where R is the regulator of the field, and Ä/0, this matrix is invertible. Thus, if we set
we certainly have |oi| < (|vu| + |vi2|)max|log|'yi||,
Thus, on putting H = max(|oi|, |o2|),
where
is the row norm oí U~1. Finally, we see that the above derivation is independent of which ¿ and j we choose. Thus, we may always take ¿ = 1, j = 2. Since \9%y\ < \9\\y\, and |x| < \x -9ky\ + |0fcy| < |0||y| + 1, we have max|logK||<log(2|0||y| + l), and H < 2.5494log(2|0||y| + l). (7) H< 2.6043log \y\. 6 . In this section we reduce our problem to consideration of an inequality in linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers, using some ideas of Sprindzhuk [9] and Ellison [5] . We also establish an upper bound in terms of H for the absolute value of this linear form. Combining this result with Eq. (6), we get (9) |¿0Oiai62a2-l|<7.71|y|-3.
Let us now reduce (9) to an inequality in the linear forms of the logarithms of the \6i\. First, we note that (7) yields 11-3 < e-1.1363tf
Further, we can write (8) and each quantity in the second case is the reciprocal of the corresponding quantity in the first case. So when we take logarithms all signs change and the corresponding inequalities are the same. The same result holds if k = 2 or k = 3.
7. Next, we apply Waldschmidt's theorem to derive a lower bound for |A| in terms of H. By comparing this lower bound with the upper bound obtained in (10), we will derive an inequality for H, which will yield an upper bound for H by solving the corresponding equation. To this end, we first note that the left side of (10) is not zero, since if it were, we would have ¡SoS^S^l = 1. This would yield 8o8xl822 = ±1. The upper sign is clearly impossible by Eq. (8), while the lower sign is impossible by Eq. (9) and the fact that |y| > 1030. Thus we can apply Waldschmidt's theorem to our problem.
Next, by symmetric functions, we find that the equation with roots E\ to Ee, i.e., that satisfied by all conjugates of 63 is 37x6 + lllx5 -210x2 -605x3 -210x4 + lllx + 37 = 0. We now calculate V¿ and E. At this point, we must break the calculations into three separate cases, depending on the value of k. This is because the 6i, 82, 03 go together in triples; once one is selected, the other two are uniquely determined. Since 6i and l/¿¿ have the same absolute logarithm, we always choose that pair of subscripts which make |¿2| > 1. We have Thus, in all cases we have H < 3.79 • 1026. 8 . We now apply Davenport's lemma to lower the bound for H. First, let us state and prove this lemma.
LEMMA 1 (DAVENPORT). Suppose 0, ß are given real numbers, M andB are rational integers with B > 6, and p, q are rational integers satisfying 1 < q < MB, \0q-p\ < 2/MB. Let H = max(|6i|, \b2\). Then, if \\qß\\ > 3/5, there is no solution of the inequality (12) IM + &2-/?]<*:-" in rational integers b\, 62 with \og(B2M)/ log K < H < M, where ||x|| denotes the distance of x to the nearest integer.
Proof (Ellison [4] ). Let 0-p/q = w, with |w| < 2/qMB. Then \biqO + b2q -qß\ < qK~H < MBK~H. Now q9 = p + wq, so |6ip + hqw + b2q -qß\ < MBK~H.
Since \\qß\\ > 3/5 and |oi?u;| < 2Mq/MqB = 2/5, we have ||&i«t»-«/?||>l/£. Thus 1/5 < |6ip + b2q + hqw -qß\ < MBK~H, which yields g<log(52M) log K
To apply the lemma to our problem we must:
(1) Reduce each inequality(10) to one of type (12) . (2) Compute a rational approximation 0n to 0 such that |0-0o|< (MB)
2'
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Now let p/q be the convergent with maximal q in the continued fraction expansion of 0o such that q < MB, and let pn+i/<Zn+i be the next convergent after p/q. Then |o0o-p| <-, Qn+l and l^-pl <o|0-0o| + |o0o-p| <-rwñ\2+-< (MB)2 ffn+i " MB'
So we must compute convergents p/q of the continued fraction of 0o for each case, find the largest q satisfying g < MB, and check whether \\qß\\ > 3/5 holds. If it does, we have a new, substantially lower bound for H. If necessary, we can repeat the lemma again to lower the bound still more. Note. If \\qß\\ < 3/5 we may either raise 5 or use the procedure of page 11-07
of [4] .
Let us now return to (10) . We get log 1^1 log|¿3| ■loglfcl logical HV ;
Now we apply Davenport's lemma. We wrote a computer program, using the BC multiprecision language, to expand log \6i |/ log |¿21 in a continued fraction. We This yields H < 18 in all cases.
Finally, we searched the range 9 < H < 18 for solutions of (10) and found no further solutions in this range. Thus the only remaining possibility is H < 8. For this case the only solutions are listed in (3a). Thus the equation y2 + 999 = x3 has exactly the solutions given in Theorem 1.
9. In conclusion, we note that the method used in the proof of Theorem 1 is perfectly general and applies to solving any cubic Thue equation with positive discriminant. Indeed, it is even possible to automate the entire solution process. In a future article, we shall generalize this method to solving totally real quartic Thue equations.
If we combine the results of this paper with those of Baulin [1] and Ljunggren [7] (see also Tzanakis [11]), we now have all integer solutions of the three totally real cubic equations with smallest positive discriminant. Let us list these here. Finally, the author wishes to offer his sincere thanks to Professors Josef Blass, Andrew Glass and David Meronk, who pointed out a flaw in an earlier version of this paper and also showed how the constants computed in Section 5 of that paper could be vastly improved.
